Oracle introduced a program over Oracle Open World (OOW 19) Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) marketplace called Universal Credits. This Universal Credits. Oracle Cloud provides a flexible buying and usage model for Oracle Cloud Services, called Universal Credits. This means any Oracle Customers with surplus Universal Credit can spend it on Time Machine without the need to go through purchase order approval process!

It allows customers to have the flexibility to pay for these solutions by the hour with no long-term commitments by using Pay-As-You-Go.

Please check below our social media When Larry Ellison, Chairman of the Board and Chief Technology Officer, Oracle announces Solution-Soft as an ISV paid listing on Oracle Cloud Marketplace.
Universal Credits offers some key benefits that can improve your Oracle Cloud experience. It provides:

- **A simpler buying experiences**
  - You can subscribe to a single set of credits (for all PaaS services).
  - You are not locked into using specific service or subscription SKU.

- **Greater flexibility**
  - You have access to new services as soon as they are introduced. No need to contact Oracle Sales or modify your order.
  - Your Universal Credits can be used for any new Platform as a Service services you use.
  - You can sign up for a Pay-As-You-Go subscription with no up-front costs or you save money by committing to a Monthly Flex subscription.

Also, you can migrate to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure with their existing ISV licenses (BYOL) and not pay any additional transactional fees to Oracle.
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